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6. The cosmic impact that ---- the age of
dinosaurs is believed ---- many living
creatures on land and in the sea.

PARTICIPLES and REDUCTIONS-2
1. Some biologists are growing concerned
that placing new large-scale solar power
plants in the Mojave Desert ---- the
biological diversity ---- there.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

will harm / finding
could harm / found
harms / to be finding
have harmed / found
is harming / having found

7. Early agriculture is believed ---- and
become widespread in Southwest Asia
around 10,000–9,000 BP, though earlier
individual sites ---- also been identified.

2. Cologne is a perfumed liquid ---- in or after
a bath as a skin freshener.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

uses
used
using
to using
having used

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

3. The purpose of food irradiation procedure
is ---- bacteria and parasites ---- food-borne
disease.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

to kill / causing
killing / to cause
getting killed / caused
to killing / to be caused
supposed to be killed / by causing

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

understanding / may sound
being understood / sounded
having understood / can sound
to have understood / would sound
to understand / sounds

9. In many countries, youth suicide ---- one of
the leading causes of death, ---- markedly
from the 1960s through the early 1990s.

had caused / is reaching
was caused / had reached
causes / has reached
to be caused / had reached
being caused / was reaching

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

would be / increase
has been / increases
is / having increased
was / to have increased
had been / to increasing

10. The best way ---- the extraordinary
nutritional benefits of olive oil must be to
add it to food after ----.

5. Surprisingly, Antarctica ---- more sunlight
than the equator, but the snow-covered ice
sheet and the sea ice ---- the continent
reflect the heat back into space.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

having originated / had
to having originated / must have
originating / could have
to have originated / have
to originating / would have

8. It is our familiarity with metonymy that
makes it possible for us ---- a sentence like
"He drank the whole bottle" although it ---absurd literally.

4. The soil is one of the best places to put the
carbon dioxide that ---- climate change,
which ---- new highs in the atmosphere.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

had ended / to be killed
was ended / to having killed
ended / to have killed
has ended / by having killed
would end / having been killed

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

receives / surrounding
has received / surround
would receive / to surround
is received / to be surrounded
will have received / being surrounded
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to retain / cooking
retaining / being cooked
of retaining / to cook
by retaining / having cooked
in having retained / to be cooked

11. Asia Minor, also ---- as Anatolia, is a
peninsula that ---- the westernmost part of
Asia.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

16. Getting a good night's sleep is
acknowledged ---- the key ---- at your best
during the day.

knowing / forming
known / forms
to be known / formed
having known / to form
to have known / being formed

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

12. In order to speak a language, a child ---that language ----.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

17. Employees ---- a homicide in their
workplace suffer an emotional shock that
often ---- into feelings of insecurity.

has to hear / spoken
must be able to heard / by speaking
should hear / speaking
may need to hear / to have spoken
is supposed to be heard / having spoken

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

13. Ever since genomic research began,
medical scientists ---- for the genes ---- with
diseases that are suspected of having a
genetic basis.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

have been searched / are associated
could have searched / could associate
had been searching / were associated
have been searching / associated
will have been searched / associating

to have admitted / increased
to admit / had been increased
admitting / has been increasing
having admitted / can increase
admitted / has increased

19. Toxic and harmful substances ---- into
waterways by factories have made them ---like open sewers.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

using / to extending
is used / by extending
to be used / extending
used / to extend
having used / extended

15. At the beginning of the 20th century school
authorities in Paris asked the psychologist
Alfred Binet ---- a method for picking out
children ---- were unable to learn at a
normal rate.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

witnessed / has translated
being witnessed / is translated
to be witnessed / can translate
to witness / had been translated
having witnessed / translates

18. The number of children ---- to hospital for
asthma ----- across the world since 1980.

14. A drug commonly ---- in humans to prevent
transplanted organs from being rejected
has been found ---- the lives of mice by up
to 14%.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

being / to perform
to be / to performing
by being / of performing
as being / of being performed
to have been / to being performed

are dumped / looking
were dumped / having looked
dumped / look
to have dumped / to look
dumping / looked

20. The Arabs have a rich oral tradition ---- on
the recitation of poetry and stories ---- the
heroism of the tribes.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

to devise / who
devising / that
about devising / whom
devised / whose
to be devised / most of them
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to be based / having narrated
basing / narrated
having based / to narrate
based / narrating
to have based / narrated

21. ---- in the early 1800s, the oily essence now
called nicotine ---- the main active
ingredient of tobacco.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

26. ---- more than 300 million people across the
world each year, malaria emerges from a
combination of temperature, rainfall,
parasites, public health and economics.

To be discovered / would constitute
Being discovered / had constituted
Having discovered / can constitute
To have discovered / may constitute
Discovered / constitutes

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

22. The Ancient Egyptians used polished
copper ---- mirrors, and often the round
face of the mirror ---- with ornamentation.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

27. Cervical cancer is the second most
common cancer among women worldwide,
apart ---- the only cancer known ---- by a
viral infection.

being produced / embellished
for producing / could embellish
produced / had been embellished
producing / has been embellishing
to produce / would be embellished

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

23. ---- on the border of Nepal and Tibet in the
Himalayan mountain range, Mount Everest
---- for the first time on May 29, 1953 by
Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

Having located / climbed
To be located / is climbed
Being located / has climbed
Located / was climbed
To locate / had been climbed

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

released / could be eliminated
releasing / has been eliminated
to be released / would be eliminating
being released / will have eliminated
having released / must be eliminated

29. Modern antipsychotic drugs ---increasingly prescribed to children and
adolescents ---- with a broad variety of
diseases.

by watching / of / likely
to watch / at / available
watching / in / prone
watched / for / responsible
to be watched / on / willing

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

25. Food is safely cooked when it reaches high
enough internal temperature ---- the
harmful bacteria that ---- food-borne illness.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

by being / caused
about to be / causing
to be / having caused
having been / to causing
from being / to be caused

28. Nearly half the methane ---- into the
atmosphere from the U.S. oil and gas
industry ---- using existing technologies at
an affordable cost.

24. Children ---- television programmes ---which violence is very realistic are more ---to imitate what they see there.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

Infected
Infecting
To be infected
To being infected
Having been infected

are to be / by diagnosing
were to be / diagnosing
are / diagnosed
have been / to diagnose
are being / having diagnosed

30. Throughout history, coffee ---- many
purposes ---- from religious ceremonies to
brewing up a cup before work or after
dinner.

to kill / cause
killing / causing
killed / being caused
being killed / are caused
to be killed / to be caused

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
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has / to range
has had / ranging
can have / to have ranged
would have / range
may have / having ranged

31. Did you know that caffeine, ---- in food,
drinks, and even in pills, is the most widely
---- psychoactive drug in the world?
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

36. A typical nuclear power plant does not
contain enough fissionable material in high
enough concentration ---- a nuclear
explosion.

found / consumed
being found / consume
having found / consuming
to be found / to be consumed
to have found / having consumed

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

32. People who are known ---- from
hypothyroidism ---- healthy foods rich in
nutrients, vitamins and minerals.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

37. Anyone ---- even a little time with an
autistic boy or girl soon becomes familiar
with the behaviours that distinguish these
children from us.

suffering / must eat
to suffer / should eat
to be suffering / are eaten
to have suffered / can be eaten
having suffered / had better eat

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

33. As a crop, coffee, ---- worldwide in over 70
countries, ---- in hundreds.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

is cultivated / consumed
to be cultivated / consumes
cultivating / used to consume
can be cultivated / consuming
cultivated / is consumed

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

are / to supply
were / supplying
can / to supplying
have / to be supplied
would be / having supplied

39. The latest evidence suggests that key
genetic differences among the bacterial
strains ---- in your pores ---- the difference
between picture-perfect skin and ugly
pimples.

holding / affects
held / can affect
to hold / may affect
to be held / is affected
having held / may be affected

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

35. Better protection systems ---- on a range of
new technologies help ---- armoured
vehicles in the fight.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

those spending
all of whom spend
having been spent
who has spent
to have been spent

38. Nuclear energy sources ---- estimated ---- a
huge amount of our energy needs between
2010 and 2030.

34. Even though there are some concerns that
radiofrequency energy from cell phones ---closely to the head ---- the brain and other
tissues, there is no scientific evidence that
it does so.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

to produce
produced
is produced
producing
produces

living / make
to live / are made
having lived / making
to be living / being made
are living / have made

40. Noise is acknowledged ---- a form of
pollution because it ---- hearing impairment
and psychological stress.

basing / keeping
are based / to keep
can be based / kept
based / keep
to be based / to keeping

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
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as / is caused
to be / can cause
being / may cause
having been / causes
by being / would be caused
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